Structural modelling of P-type ion pumps.
Over forty sequences of P-type ion pumps have been determined. They fall into five families showing between 20% and 50% identity in sequence. The conserved residues are concentrated in several regions which are found in all the pumps. All the defined functional sites are associated with conserved segments and provide a basis for subdivision into domains, to which tentative secondary and tertiary structures can be assigned. The domains have been assembled into a structure consisting of a conserved core with variable loops and deletions on the surface, which accommodates site mutants, affinity labels and known epitopes. This model has been correlated with the results of an electron crystallographic study of the Ca++ pump. Two types of crystal have been examined in negative stain and in amorphous ice; thin plates which diffract to 4A and long helical tubes which diffract to 15A. The plates have given a 6A projection map, some of which can be interpreted by difference from the map of the negatively stained crystal, as transmembrane helices. Three dimensional interpretation will require a tilt series. In the meantime, analysis of the tubes has given a 14A 3D map which clearly defines the cytoplasmic domains and their relation to the transmembrane region (Stokes and Toyoshima in preparation). Although it is not yet possible to assign specific functions to the cytoplasmic lobes, the structure at this resolution is consistent with the model.